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November 26, 2019 | By Thomas May, Musical America

SAN FRANCISCO—Across the street from San Francisco Symphony’s concert presentation of the first act of Die
Walküre, a different opera about a pair of siblings on the run from danger appeared on the San Francisco Opera
stage. Hansel and Gretel opened November 15 in a new co-production with London’s Royal Opera House
directed and designed by Antony McDonald and sung in English translation.

For all its straightforward familiarity, the archetypal fairy-tale contains a lot of potential for ambitious stagings
to try to excavate, from heavy-handed social criticism to disturbingly surreal fantasy. McDonald’s tame
production, however, is content to keep things mostly on the surface, opening with a bucolic image of a cabin
in a picturesque valley to establish a storybook setting.

A pantomime during the Overture illustrated the family’s descent into hardship, but whatever impression it
attempted was soon dispelled by the charms of Humperdinck’s score. When the children became lost in the
forest, McDonald interpolated a few touches to suggest a threatening atmosphere, yet even the Witch’s house
seemed oddly unfrightening, despite being inspired by the Norman Bates hotel in Hitchcock’s Psycho (complete
with a giant bloody knife slicing through the roof). Somehow, the children were able to home in on its
confectionary temptations, hard as these were to make out from the dark design.

 Heidi Stober as Gretel and Sasha Cooke as Hansel in SF Opera production.

There were modest efforts to add a bit of interpretive gloss. For example, a menage of characters from other
Grimm Brothers fairytales intrudes into the dream-pantomime sequence. But the mostly tepid staging, rather
than disappointing, allowed the production’s striking musical values to dominate.

The Wagnerian, symphonic richness of Humperdinck’s musical treatment belies the moralizing simplicity of the
narrative, as conductor Christopher Franklin demonstrated in the juicy, full-bodied performance he coaxed (at
moments, slightly too full-bodied). It resembled a crash course in the history of German Romantic opera, from
pastoral, Weberian horns to exuberantly Meistersinger-like polyphony, looking ahead to Straussian opulence.

The pairing of Sasha Cooke’s Hansel with Heidi Stober as Gretel was itself worth the price of admission. Along
with their appealingly varied — and never cloying — singing, they also brought a full range of physical
movement to their portrayals. The one thing missing was a sense of foreboding while in the Witch’s power. But
they could hardly be faulted for that when interacting with Robert Brubaker’s bizarre demeanor as the Witch —
not quite camp, but too self-conscious to inhabit the character.

Michaela Martens and Alfred Walker brought plenty of vocal heft to their roles as the parent couple, Martens in
particular adding a touch of proto-verismo to the overstressed mother. In spite of a rather comically creepy
costume as the Sandman, Ashley Dixon contributed to the musical charms, as did Natalie Image’s tender Dew
Fairy.

Manon Lescaut

The difference between German and Italian opera manifested by the role allocated to the orchestra was already
a cliche as Wagnerism swept south of the Alps. “Opera is opera, symphony is symphony,” Verdi declared in a
letter about what he regarded as mistaken tendencies in the young Puccini.

Verdi was referring to Le Villi, but he may have felt he had an even stronger point with Manon Lescaut, the
other production on offer as San Francisco Opera’s fall season nears its close. This early Puccini work, which
marked the composer’s operatic breakthrough, brims with an ambition that spills over into its almost
overdetermined orchestral scoring. Wagner’s shadow looms heavily in the harmonies depicting the heroine’s
downfall, and the entire first act has even been parsed as a hidden symphony.
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Brian Jagde as Des Grieux and Lianna Haroutounian as Manon in Puccini's Manon Lescaut

Former SFO Music Director Nicola Luisotti returned to conduct this fall’s revival of the production staged by
Olivier Tambosi and designed by Frank Philipp Schlössmann. It was initially staged at War Memorial in the
2006-07 season. Luisotti’s performance on November 16, midway through the run, was impassioned but rather
coarsely shaped and acoustically unbalanced through long stretches (above all in that first act, with the chorus
perilously close to shouting to compete with the orchestral clangor). Manon Lescaut, which premiered in 1893—
only nine years after Massenet’s vastly different treatment of the same 18th-century narrative source—poses
substantial musical and dramaturgical challenges of continuity.

If you consider acts three and four as a unit—as they were performed here, without an intermission—each act
inhabits a completely different world. The character of Manon in particular is expected to show her
transformation from an ingénue leaving her sheltered cocoon to a material girl bedazzled by city life yet still
susceptible to her first love. Eventually she pays a misogynistic society’s price for her mistakes, with
imprisonment, exile, and a harrowing death in the wilderness.

Even more, by leaving out the crucial scene of her idyllic love with the poor student Des Grieux before
abandoning him, Puccini makes Manon less immediately sympathetic.

Lianna Haroutounian, in her role debut, brought out each of these successive stages with alluring vocal
characterization, even if a sense of Manon’s core identity never quite gelled. She was especially memorable in
her great venting of despair in the final act—essentially, an atmospheric scena for the heroine.

A major hurdle was the emotional flatness of Brian Jagde, also making his role debut, as her lover. His
stentorian delivery was the vocal equivalent of Luisotti’s italicizations of the score—exciting at first but soon
wearying, overdone, and all too predictable. And all the more a pity, considering the beautiful sound this tenor
can produce. In the first act, the contrast in vocal size with Christopher Oglesby’s opening solo as Edmondo
bordered on unintentionally comical.

Anthony Clark Evans brought little definition to Manon’s manipulative though later remorseful brother Lescaut,
but Philip Skinner’s turn as the cynical though enamored Geronte, who lures Manon away with his status as
part of the one percent, presented a delectably detestable dramatic counterweight.

Tambosi and Schlössmann’s elaborate period production, rich in telling details, has a largely cinematic effect—
hard to escape, given this opera’s dramatically contrasting jump-cuts between acts —but was most compelling
when it was at its simplest. The barren final scene, strewn with desolate rocks in a wasteland, harmonized well
with the Zen-like spaces of the Isamu Noguchi sculptures on display in an exhibit at the nearby Asian Art
Museum.

Photos: Cory Weaver/San Francisco Opera
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